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L.N. 82 of 1971

IMMIGRATION ACT 1963
(1963 No. 6)

Vincente Arnal Deportation Order 1971

Commencement : 9th October 1971

I, the Federal Commissioner for Internal Affairs, being of opinion that VINCENTE ARNAL at present in Nigeria ought to be classified as a prohibited immigrant and acting under the power conferred upon me by section 18 (2) of the Immigration Act 1963 hereby order the said VINCENTE ARNAL to be deported out of Nigeria as a prohibited immigrant by the first available means and I direct that the said VINCENTE ARNAL shall thereafter remain out of Nigeria.

This Order may be cited as the VINCENTE ARNAL Deportation Order 1971.

Made at Lagos this 9th day of October 1971.

KAM SELEM
Federal Commissioner for Internal Affairs

L.N. 83 of 1971

IMMIGRATION ACT 1963
(1963 No. 6)

Victoriano Ronda Deportation Order 1971

Commencement : 9th October 1971

I, the Federal Commissioner for Internal Affairs, being of opinion that VICTORIANO RONDA at present in Nigeria ought to be classified as a prohibited immigrant and acting under the power conferred upon me by section 18 (2) of the Immigration Act 1963 hereby order the said VICTORIANO RONDA to be deported out of Nigeria as a prohibited immigrant by the first available means and I direct that the said VICTORIANO RONDA shall thereafter remain out of Nigeria.

This Order may be cited as the VICTORIANO RONDA Deportation Order 1971.

Made at Lagos this 9th day of October 1971.

KAM SELEM
Federal Commissioner for Internal Affairs

L.N. 84 of 1971

IMMIGRATION ACT 1963
(1963 No. 6)

Bonifacio Pelayo Deportation Order 1971

Commencement : 9th October 1971

I, the Federal Commissioner for Internal Affairs, being of opinion that BONIFACIO PELAYO at present in Nigeria ought to be classified as a prohibited immigrant and acting under the power conferred upon me by section 18 (2) of the Immigration Act 1963 hereby order the said BONIFACIO PELAYO to be deported out of Nigeria as a prohibited immigrant by the first available means and I direct that the said BONIFACIO PELAYO shall thereafter remain out of Nigeria.

This Order may be cited as the BONIFACIO PELAYO Deportation Order 1971.

Made at Lagos this 9th day of October 1971.

KAM SELEM
Federal Commissioner for Internal Affairs